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that's not my gift. I'm not interested in evangelism." I think every Christian must

be interested in evangelism but I think that He is saying that He gives some people a

special gift whereby they can be partalarly. And I have known people who have had

a wonderful gift of Bible teaching and a great ability at reaching peoDle,at bringing

people an understanding of the Word who have been so convinced that nothing else mattered

except winning souls, that they soent all their time trying to do a job that they were

very poor at. And they had a little accomplishment but very little and they neglected

the specialty that the Lord's given them. And on the other hand for a man to say, "My

gift is evangelism and not supposed to teach. I don't need to get into

I think that's is wrong. His great gift may be reaching the lost but he must learn to

help them to some extent in going on (6.) Or else the gift itself

doesn't accomplish much. But the Lord gives special gifts to particular people. And

of course for the exercising of the gift of a ruling elder, it is not necessary that

one have any special support because the control of the government of the church can be

exercised b:/ a group of people who carry on ordinary activities of life to support them

selves and who give enough of their attention to the church,to keeping it on a steady

course and avoiding its going astray in one direction or the other. And they should also

give time to helping in the teaching and every asnect of the work. But the teaching if

it's properly going to be done, the evangelism if it's properly going to be done, and

above all the pastoring if it is properly done, needs a man who can be ready day or

night whenever there is need to go and seek out the lost sheep as one who has strayed/and

When one falls into sin and is having difficulty, to go and search him out and help him,

to be on hand and give him comfort and helo the people at the time when their thoughts

are tender. My wife said recently being in this group - and someone else was telling

me more recently about another similar group - they had a fine service Sunday evening

and souls were touched and moved And all the leaders of the

church had to close up and go off.XXXXXXXXXIXXKXXXXXDCXXXXXIXX They can't just

every Sunday night stay around till all hours. They can't do it - their regular work

of life. But there should be somebody who can. And that is the province of

(9.). (Student question) 1o, I think that everyone has a responsibility but
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